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Electron Config u ration
and Periodic Properties 7

LABORATORY GOALS

. Describe the color of a flame produced by an element.

. Use the color of a flame to identify an element.

. Write the electron configuration for an eletlent.

. Plot a graph of atomic radius versus atomic number.

. Interpret the trends in atomic radii within a family and a period.

LAB INFORMATION

Tirne:
Comments

1%h
Obtain a periodic table or use the one on the inside cover of your textbook.
Tear out the report sheets and place thern beside the procedures.
Electrons and protons, energy levels, and electron arrangementRelated Topics:

CHEMICAL CONCEPTS

Electron Energy Levels

The chemical properties of an element strongly depends on the arrangement of the electrons. Every
electron has a specific energy known as its eaergy level (r), starting with the lowest energy level ru = 1

up to the much higher energy level n = 7. Electrons in the lower energy levels are usually closer to the
nucieus, rvhile electrons in the higher energy levels are farther away.

Each of the energy levels consists of one or more sublevels, in which electrons with identical energy
are found. The sublevels are identified by the letters s, p, d, and.f {see Figure 7. 1). For example, the f,rrst
energy level (t = l) has one sublevei, ls. The seconC 3nergy level (n = 2) has trvo sublevels,2s and}p.
The third energy level (ru = 3) has tluee sublevels, 3,s, 3p, and 3d. The fourth energy level (n = 4) has
four sublevels:4s,4p,4d, and 4l Within each energy level, the s sublevel has the lowest energy, thep
sublevel has the next lorvest energy, followed by the d sublevel and finally the./sublevel.
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A FIGURE 7,1 fne numberofsublevels in an eoergy level is the same as the energyJevel value ofn.

A. Flame Tests

When electrons absorb specific arnounts of energy, they can attain higher energy levels. \.\-:-,:a they drop
to lolver, rnore stable energy ievels, energy is emitted. If the energy released corespL-1ncs ro the energy
of visible light, the emission produces a color that can be detected by the humau ere, \\rhen heated,
many of the eiements in Groups lA (1) and 2At2) produce colorful flames. Each elementproduces a

characteristic color.
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B. Electron Configurations

ln an electron configuration, electrons are arranged in orbitals starting with the sublevels that have the
lowest energy. The number of electrons in each sublevel is rvritten as a superscript.

Electron Configuration for Carbon
f'l'9-tl' \rirlrtrcr r:t rtrritrrr.OlDlllll t\i

l's22r22pz Reutl u. "cr:c s t\\ o. r\,,,o s tu,rl. two /) t$,()"

The electron arrangement of an element can be detennined from its position in the periodic table. The
electron configuration can be written by foliorving the sublevel blocks across the periodic table, starting
with period L

The s block is formed by Groups lA (1) and 2A (2). Thep block includes the elements in Groups 34
(13) to 8A (18). The period number gives the particular energy level of eachp sublevel, beginning with
2p (see Figure 7 .2).

Li ls22sl o 1s22s22p4 Ne ls22s22p6

Na 1s22s22p63sl s b2?*22p63s23p4 Ar k22s2zp63r23po

On the periodic table, the 4s block fills next.

K 1s22s22p63s23p64s1 Ca 1s22s22p63:23pu4r'

The d block begins with atomic number 21 and includes 10 transition metals. The energy level of
eac,h d block is one less than its period number,

sc !s22s?2p63s23p64t4d I F" 1s22s22p63s23p6+s\tt6 zn ls22s22p63r23p64r%d10

Ga ls22s22p63t23p64t23dto4pt As ls22szzp63s237t64s\d1o4p3

Br ls22s22p63s23p64s4dt04ps Kr ls22s22p63r23p64r4rlt04p6

The./block, which has a maximum of 14 electrons, follows the 6s block. The energy level of each/
trlock is two less than the corresponding period number.

s Block

1.r Block

a'Block

.l Block

A FIGURE 7.2 Electrcn configuration follorvs the order ofsublevels on the periodic table.
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C. Atomic Radius

The size of an atom is determined by its atomic radius, which is the distance of the valence electrons

from the nucleus. For each group of representative elernents, the atomic srze increases going from the
top to the bottom because the outermost electrons in each energy level are farther from the nucleus. For
example, in Group lA (1), Li has a valence electron in energy level 2; Na has a valence electron in
energy level 3; and Khas a valence electron in energy level 4. This means that a K atom is larger than a
Na atom, and a Na atom is larger than a Li atom.

The atomic radius of representative elements is affected by the attractive forces of the protons in the
nucleus on the electrons in the outermost level. For the elements going across a period, the increase in
the number of protons in the nucleus increases the positive charge of the nucleus. As a result, the
electrons are pulled closer to the nucleus, which means that the atornic sizes of representative elements
decreases going from ieft to right across a period.

Periodic Properties

The electron configurations of atoms are an important factor in the physical and chsmical properties of
the elements. Now we will look at properties of atoms, including the valence electrons, atomic size,

ionization energ, andmetallic character. Known as peiodic properties, each type of property increases

or decreases across a period, and then the trend is repeated again in each subsequent period.
In an electron configuration, the electrons in the highest, or outerrnost, energy level are called the

valence electrons. The valence electons detemrine the chemical properties of the elements. The group
numbers of the representative elements give the number of valence electrons in elements of each group
(vertical column). For example, all the elements in Group 1A (1) have one vaience electron in an s
orbital. All the elements in Group 2A(2) have two (2) valence electrons in an s orbital. Group 3A (13)

has three valence electrons in s andp orbitals, Group 44. (14) has four valence electrons, Group 5.A, (15)

has five valence electrons, Group 64. (18) has six valence electrons, halogens in Group 7A (17) have

seven valence electrons, and Group 8 (18) (except for He) has eight valence electrons. The similarities
ofbehavior occur periodically as the number ofvalence electrons is repeated.

J
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES GOGGLES REQUTRED!

A. Flame Tests

Materials: Bunsen burner, spot plate. flame-test (nichrome) wire, small graduatecl cylinder, 100-mL
beaker, I M HCl, 0.1 M solutions (dropper bottles): CaCl2, KCl, BaCl2, SrCl2, CuCl2,
NaCl, and unknown solutions

Obtain a spot plate and flame-test wire. funse the spot plate in distilled water.

Pour 10 mL of 1 M HCl into a 100-rnl- beaker. CAUTION I M HCI is corrosive! Be careful rvhen
you use it. Wash off any HCI spills on the skin rrith tap rvater for 10 minutes.

1. Place 6-8 drops of each test solution in separate indentations of the spot plate. Label the spot plate

diagram in the laboratory report to match the fypes of solutions. Be careful nol to mix the different
solutions.

Adjust the flame of a Bunsen bumel until it is nearly colorless with a blue inner cone. Clean the

test wire by dipping the loop in tne [iCl in the beaker and placing it in the flarne of the Bunsen

burner. (If you see a strong color in the flame u'hile heating the rvire, dip it in the HCl again.

Repeat until the color is gone.)

Observing Flame Colors

2. Dip the cleaned wire in one of the solutions on the spot plate. Make sure that a thin film of the

soiution adheres to the loop (see Figure 7.3). \{or e the loop of the rvire to the tip of the inner blue

flame. Record the color of each solution.

Clean the wire in HCI after each test. Repeat the flame test rvith the other soiutions.

Note: The color of potassium in the KCI flame is short-lived. Be sure to obsene the color of the

flame frorn the KCI solution as soon as you put the t'ire in the flame.

Color in flame
due to solution

Tip ol the inner
flame

A FIGURE 7.3 Using a flarne-test rvire to test for flame color.

Identifying an Unknown Solution

Obtain one or rtore unknown solutions frorn -your instnrctor and record their code letters.

3. Place 6-8 drops of each unkno$'n solution in a clean spot plate. Repeat the flame-test procedure

with each nnknorvn solution and record the color of its flame.

4. From your list of coiors for elements frorn step 2, identify the element iu each of the unknown

solution.

You may rvish to recheck the flarne color of the klorvtt solution that best matches the flarne cclor
of an unknown. For example. if you think your iinkno'uvn is KCl, recheck the color of the KCI
solution to conftrm.

,+,
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B. Electron Configurations

1. Write the electron configuration of each atom listed on the laboratory report.

2, Indicate the number of valence electrons.

3. Determine the group number for each element.

C. Atomic Radius

The atomic radii for elements with atomic numbers l-25 are listed in Table 7. 1. On the graph, plot the
atomic radius of each element versus the atomic number of that element. Be sure to connect all the points.

Use the completed graph to answer questions in the report sheet.

TABLE 7.1 Atomic Radii for the Elements rvith Atomic Numbers 1-25

Element Symbol Atomic Number Atomic Radius (pm*)

first period

h-v-drogen

heliunr

second period
lithium

beryllium

boron

carbon

nitrogen

ox"vgea

fluonne

neol1

third peiod
sadium

mapesiunr

aiumiaum

silicon

phcsphorus

sutrfur

chlorine

algol1

fourtlt period

potassiuil

calciun-i

scandium

titanium

vanadium

chromium

lnanganese

11

t2
13

t4
15

t6
17

18

H

He

Li
Be

B

C

N

o
F

Ne

Na

Mg
AI
Si

P

S

CI

Ar

K
Ca

Sc

Ti

Cr

lIn

1

2

37

50

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

19

28

2t
22

LJ

24

25

t52
111

88

77

7A

66

64

70

185

i60
143

tt7
110

104

99

94

19i

160

150

13_i

1l_i

1:5

"(picometer= 10-lj m't
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Date

Section

-.y Instructor

3. \\rhy do some elements produce colorlhl flames?

Pre-Lab Study Questions I I

Name

Team

l. Why does a sodium street lamp give offa yellow color, whereas a neon light gives offa red color?

2. Describe the energy levels of eleckons in an atom,

, 4. How can you identify an unknorvn element using a flame test?
-.v

5. \tlrite the electron coniiguratron for each of the following:

a. lithium

b, sodium

c. potassium

6. Why do the electron configurations in Question 5 all end with the same sublevel notation?

)g
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Date Name

Tearn

REPORT SHEET

Electron Configuration and
Periodic Properties

Spot plate diagram

Element Color of Flame

Section

-9

lnstnictor

LAB

7

A. Flame Tests

2. Solution
A^,. L3L1,

,1t<ct

I

4aCt2

Ca

K

Ba

Sr

Cu

Na

SrCl2

'duCl2

'XaCl

3. Unknown Solution(s)
Identification letter

t lolor of flarne

4,, it lement present

Questions and Problems

Ql You are cooking spagiretti in rvater you have salted rvith NaCl. You notice that
when the rvater boils over, it causes the flame of the gas bumer to furn bright
orange. Horv rvould you explain the appearance of a color in the tlame?J
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Date Name

Team

REPORT SHEET

Electron Configuration and
Periodic Properties

Section

-,v Instnrctor

LAB

7

'{r

A. Flame Tests

I Spot plate diagram

2. Solution Element Color of Flame

..taCl2

"l<ct
/auct,

SrCl2

,.y',ucl.2

.XaCl

3. Unknown Solution(s)

Identification letter

,.'olor of flame

4'. Element present

Questions and Problems

Qt You are cooking spaghetti in r.vater you have salted rvith NaCl. Yori notice that
when the rvater boils over, it causes the flame of the gas burner to turn bright
orange. Horv rvould you explain the appearance of a color in the ilame?

Ca

K

Ba

Sr

Cu

Na

*/
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Atorn l. Electron Configuration 2. Number of
Valence Elsctrons

3. Group
Numher

o

Na

Ca

Fe

Zn

Br

Sr

Cd

Xe

Cs

Pb

Ra

82 Loharu!ort, illanuol Jbr Gercrol, Orgaic, cnd Biolagical Chemisltt'

B. Electron Configurations

Questions ancl Proi:iems

Q2 Cornpleie tl:c ,. ,.''.' :._-

Q3 Give the s1,mbol of the eletnent Cescribed b1' each of the fr:llolving:

6e

Number of subier eis i:: r = -1

Number of orbitals in the ?p
subier.ei

Subsexel beisg filtd by elemeat
r*itb aiwi* relnbsr47

Maximum number of
electrons in 3d sublevel

Srblev{ that begi$ to fil1
a*er 4s"

Maximurn nrir:rber of
electlons in a 3;: orbiial

\umber oilalence electrons in As

First element that tilis 3s

subleve 1
I

First element rvith {we 3p
electrons

Period 4 element in the same
group as F

I s22 s2 2p63 s4 p6 4t23 dlo 4p3

Element with 3d6 First element that completes n = 3

Element rvith a half-filled 5p
ievel

Period 6 element in the same
group as Mg
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C. Atomic Radius
Atomic Radius vs. lltomic Number

Atomic
radius (pm)

iil !\

Atomic number

25

Questions *n* Pr*blems

Q4 Describe the chacge in ths etornic radii for the eieraents in Period 2, frorn lithium
to neon.

Q5 trlihv does the change icrr the atornic radii of the elements in Period 3 from sodiur:l
Io argorl iook sirnilar to Period 2?

;!rf
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